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Abstract— The key technical issue of bottleneck fairness-based
multipath congestion control is to detect whether two flows
share a common bottleneck or not. Previous approaches perform
poorly when the delay of the two paths from the shared
bottleneck to the common receiver differs significantly (named
the path lag problem). In this letter, we propose and implement a
shared bottleneck detection scheme based on congestion interval
variance measurement (SBDV). Our scheme uses only one-way
delay measurement within each flow to detect whether two flows
share a bottleneck or not. If the variance of time interval
between the two flows experiencing congestion is smaller than
a threshold, which is determined by the duration of congestion,
the two flows can be considered to share a common bottleneck.
Otherwise, they are considered to have different bottlenecks. Our
simulation shows that the accuracy of SBDV is high in most of the
experiments, even when the bottlenecks are partially overlapped,
and our scheme is robust to the troublesome Path lag problem,
as compared to other state-of-the-art techniques.

Index Terms— Multipath TCP, one-way delay, shared bottle-
neck detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

AN INCREASING number of network devices are now
equipped with multiple communication interfaces which

enable multiple paths for data transfer between a source and a
destination. Since the concurrent transmission across multiple
available paths can offer higher throughput and increase the
resilience of the connectivity, multihoming-capable transport
protocols, like MPTCP [1], have incentivized much research
and standardization work in recent years.

A multipath flow is usually composed of more than one flow,
where each flow corresponds to a path between the source and
the destination. According to the bottleneck fairness criterion
of multipath congestion control [2], if subflows of a multipath
flow traverse a common bottleneck, they should be no more
aggressive than a single TCP flow through the bottleneck.
Otherwise, if they have different bottlenecks, they should seek
to independently maximize the throughput along their paths.

A key technical issue underlying multipath congestion con-
trol which satisfies the bottleneck fairness is to detect whether
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Fig. 1. A typical shared bottleneck scenario.

two flows share a common bottleneck or not. However, the
existing schemes cannot conduct accurate detection effectively.
Rubenstein et al. [3] proposed two active techniques, one
is based on One-Way Delay (OWD) measurement, and the
other is based on packet losses. These two techniques both
generate Poisson probe packets to measure the auto-correlation
of packets within flows and the cross-correlation of the
adjacent packets between flows. Then, by comparing the
cross-correlation with the auto-correlation, whether the two
flows share a bottleneck or not can be decided. However,
deciding which packets from the two flows are adjacent at
the bottleneck is not a simple task. The method in [4], based
on the work proposed in [3], applies wavelet denoising on the
original delay sequences to make the detection more robust.
Katabi et al. [5] used the entropy of packet inter-arrival time
to group flows into different clusters, where each cluster
corresponds to a bottleneck. However, their technique only
gives acceptable results in the case of low cross traffic and
does not scale well with heavy cross traffic.

Recently, Hassayoun et al. [2] proposed a simple heuristic
for detecting the shared bottleneck in MPTCP, named DWC,
where two flows whose time interval between experiencing
their congestion event (loss or significant increase in RTT) is
smaller than cwnd/2 (about RTT/2) are considered to share
a common bottleneck. However, DWC can’t make accurate
detection in scenarios where the delay of the two paths from
the shared bottleneck to the common receiver differs more
than cwnd/2. Another work, MPTCP-SBD [6], uses estimates
of three summary statistics (i.e., variance, skewness, key fre-
quency) of OWD measurement to detect the shared bottleneck,
where flows whose summary statistic values are close can be
considered to share the same bottleneck. This method assumes
that different bottlenecks experience different loads, which
does not always hold true in real network scenarios.

Path lag is a problem when a the delay of the two paths
from the shared bottleneck to the common receiver (P1 and
P2 in Fig. 1) is unequal, and is a troublesome problem in
shared bottleneck detection. At the receiver, path lag makes
the OWD statistics of the two flows look uncorrelated (as
shown in Fig. 2). Existing approaches often show lower
accuracy when the difference in delay of the two paths
becomes larger. In this letter, we propose a Shared Bottle-
neck Detection scheme based on congestion interval Variance
measurement (SBDV), which operates at the common receiver
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Fig. 2. Smoothed OWD statistics of the two flows at the receiver.

and is robust to the path lag problem. Congestion at the
shared bottleneck can lead to significant increase in OWD
measurement of the two flows. Considering the path lag,
the significant increase in OWD of the two flows could not
occur simultaneously at the receiver. But the time interval
between the significant increase of the two flows should be
approximately the same for each congestion event at the
shared bottleneck. In this letter, we construct a threshold with
the following property: If the two flows share a bottleneck,
the variance of this time interval between the two flows is
smaller than the threshold, which is determined by the duration
of the congestion. If the two flows have different bottlenecks,
the variance of this time interval is very likely to be larger
than the threshold. Extensive experiments via NS-3 simulator
show that the accuracy of SBDV is high, as compared with
other state-of-the-art techniques.

II. TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION

In this section, we present our proposed scheme, namely
SBDV. Informally, a bottleneck is the congested link that
drops or excessively delays packets due to overflowing of
queue. We assume that flows share no more than one bottle-
neck. For the convenience of presentation, we use the scenario
with two flows to illuminate the details of our scheme.

A. Basic Scheme

Considering the shared bottleneck scenario in Fig. 1, let t0
be the time when the shared bottleneck is congested. When
packets of the two flows traverse the shared bottleneck at t0,
they would experience significant queuing delay. Making use
of the sending timestamp carried in packets, the receiver
could recognize the congestion event at the shared bottleneck
by the time when flow’s OWD measurement reaches local
maximum. Let t1 be the time when flow1’s OWD reaches its
local maximum, t2 be the time when flow2’s OWD reaches
its local maximum. t1 − t0 corresponds to the delay of path
P1 while t2 − t0 corresponds to the delay of path P2 such
that Δ = t2 − t1 = (t1 − t0) − (t2 − t0) corresponds to the
difference in delay of the two paths P1 and P2. It is worth
noting that Δ is also the time interval between the receiver’s
recognized congestion events (by local maximums of OWD)
of the two flows. Therefore, Δ can be measured by using only
OWD measurement at the receiver.

Since the delay of non-congested links (P1 and P2) is rel-
atively stable when compared with bottleneck links, the value
of Δ can be approximately regarded as a constant in a
specific network topology and its variance Vari(Δ) is theo-
retically close to 0. The value of Vari(Δ) reflects the fluctu-
ation intensity of queuing delay on the non-congested links,

i.e., P1 and P2. In this letter, we construct a threshold value
with the following property: If the two flows are sharing
a bottleneck, Vari(Δ) is smaller than the threshold value.
Otherwise, they are very likely having different bottlenecks.

Due to the fact that congestion events often last for a short
while, the local maximum of OWD can appear at any point
in the duration of a congestion event. The duration time of
a congestion event, observed by receiver, is also affected by
the queuing delay on the non-congested links from the shared
bottleneck to the receiver. Let d1i be the i-th congestion event
duration time of flow1, and d2i be the i-th congestion event
duration time of flow2, if the two flows share a bottleneck,
∀i, we have

∣
∣Δi − Δ

∣
∣ � |d1i + d2i| (Δ is approximated as

not changing due to the change of specific Δi). Therefore

Vari(Δ) =
∑N

i=1
(Δi−Δ)2

N �
∑N

i=1
(d1i+d2i)

2

N . On the other
hand, if the two flows have different bottlenecks, congestion
events of the two flows have no correlation at all. As a result,
Δ could be an arbitrary value. It is very likely that Vari(Δ) >
∑N

i=1
(d1i+d2i)

2

N . In our simulation, we will show that
∑N

i=1
(d1i+d2i)

2

N is an appropriate threshold for determination.

B. Implementation

We use the timestamp option to acquire OWD statistics
of the two flows and no clock synchronization between the
sender and the receiver is required. After every detection
cycle T , our technique runs with OWD statistics collected
over the last T to give a result: shared or non-shared. A flow
enters a congestion event when its smoothed OWD, OWDS,
is greater than the congestion threshold, OWDcth. When its
OWDS becomes smaller than OWDcth, the flow exits this
congestion event. A flow is considered to be non-congested
when its OWDS is smaller than the non-congestion threshold,
OWDnth, which is smaller than OWDcth. OWDS(i) = (1 −
α) · OWDS(i− 1) + α · OWDM(i), where OWDM is the latest
measured OWD and α = 1/8. Here, α is an empirical value,
which refers to the smoothed value used for the average RTT
measurement. OWDnth is computed as follows: OWDnth =
OWDavg +β ·OWDstd, where OWDavg is the average value of
OWDS, and OWDstd is the standard deviation of OWDS in T .
We set β = 0.5 in our simulation, and it has little effect on
the experimental results. OWDnth divides OWDS statistics into
congestion episode and non-congestion episode alternately.
Non-congestion episode is the part of OWDS values which are
smaller than OWDnth. OWDcth is updated when OWDS(i) >
OWDnth and OWDS(i + 1) < OWDnth using OWDcth =
OWDmin + γ · (OWDmax − OWDmin), where OWDmin is the
minimum of OWDS in the next non-congestion episode, and
OWDmax is the maximum of OWDS in the next congestion
episode. 0 < γ < 1, and we set γ = 0.9 as it is found the
most effective parameter value in simulation experiments.

Each congestion episode whose maximum of OWDS

(OWDmax) is greater than OWDcth is considered to correspond
to a congestion event. The time of OWDmax is used as the
occurrence time of the corresponding congestion event. The
time interval during which OWDS is greater than OWDcth

with respect to OWDmax is used as the duration time of
the congestion event. Therefore, we can get the number of
congestion events and the corresponding occurrence time, and
duration time in a detection cycle of the two flows.
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Ideally, if the two flows share a bottleneck, the respective
numbers of congestion events experienced in the same bottle-
neck is supposed to be identical in a detection cycle. However,
due to the queuing delay fluctuation on the non-congested
links and the congestion events experienced on other links,
the numbers of their respective congestion events, denoted as
M1 and M2, may be unequal even if the shared bottleneck
does exist. In this situation, we use Algorithm 1 to interpolate
the array with a smaller size in order to let the two arrays have
the same size after interpolation. Then we compute Vari(Δ)
and

∑N
i=1

(d1i+d2i)
2

N , and the total computational complexity
is O(CM2−M1

M2 · M2). To be noted, in a measurement cycle,
the number of congestion events is limited, so the overhead
of the proposed algorithm is acceptable.

Algorithm 1 Compute Vari(Δ) and QuadraticMean

1 Input:
2 The array of congestion events occurrence time in the

two flows, ToC1[ ], ToC2[ ];
3 The array of congestion events duration time in the two

flows, DoC1[ ], DoC2[ ];
4 The size of ToC1[ ], ToC2[ ], M1, M2;
// We assume M1 < M2

5 Output: Vari(Δ), QuMean //QuadraticMean
6 Initialize: Vari(Δ) = 0, QuMean = 0
7 Find an array interp[M2] whose elements are positive

integers such that
∑M2

i=1(ToC2[i] − ToC1[interp[i]] − aver)2 is the smallest,
where the average value
aver =

∑M2
i=1(ToC2[i] − ToC1[interp[i]])/M2,

0 ≤ interp[i + 1] − interp[i] ≤ 1, interp[1]=1 and
interp[M2]=M1.

8 for i =1 to M2 do
9 Vari(Δ)+ = (ToC2[i] − ToC1[interp[i]] − aver)2

10 QuMean+ = (DoC2[i] − DoC1[interp[i]])2

11 end
12 Vari(Δ) = Vari(Δ) / M2
13 QuMean = QuMean / M2
14 return Vari(Δ), QuMean

Also to be noted that if the number of flows is more than
two, our scheme can be extended easily. For each flow in a
set, if any two of them are detected to share a bottleneck,
we can say that all flows in this set share the same bottleneck.
Otherwise, they don’t share any bottleneck. Furthermore,
In multi-flow scenario, we can get different sets, where each
one is corresponding to a shared bottleneck flow set.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

It is difficult to verify our technique on a real network
because we could not find out whether the two flows really
share a bottleneck or not to confirm the correctness of our
scheme. Therefore we evaluate our scheme’s accuracy and
adaptivity via NS-3 simulator and compare it with DWC [2]
and MPTCP-SBD [6].

Fig. 3. Simulation topology.

A. Simulation Setup

Fig. 3 shows the simulation topology where we can con-
struct a Shared Bottleneck (SB) scenario and a Non-Shared
Bottleneck (NSB) scenario. The bottlenecks’ bandwidth is set
to 30Mbps and the link delay is set to 10ms. Bandwidth of
other links is set to 100Mbps and their link delay is set to
10ms. All links are loss free. The Drop-Tail buffer size at
bottlenecks is set to 600 packets. Packet size is 536 bytes.
An MPTCP device S0 generates 6 flows to D0 through
three different paths in which each path is loaded with two
flows. To reflect the real network condition, the background
traffic consists of a mixture of long-lived TCP flows and
bursty UDP traffic. In each bottleneck, we set 10 TCP flows
and 5-25 Pareto ON-OFF UDP flows, with shape parameter
1.5 and mean 400ms “ON” and “OFF” time, to compete with
the MPTCP flows. The sending rate of UDP flows is uniformly
distributed between 500 and 700 kbps. Detection Cycle T is
set to 20s. Furthermore, we also give the performance analysis
with different values of T .

B. Detection Accuracy With Bottlenecks Partially Overlapped

We set the delay of links P1, P2 and P3 to 10ms to avoid
the path lag problem. In the SB scenario, 10 TCP flows and
15 Pareto UDP flows are sent from h1 to h2. The packet
loss rate at the shared bottleneck is about 0.5-1.5%. The
numbers of UDP flows sent from h2 to h3, h4, and h5,
respectively, are all increased from 0 to 20 to construct the
scenario where the bottlenecks of the six flows are partially
overlapped. When the numbers of UDP flows sent from h2 to
h3, h4, and h5, respectively, are all 20, packet loss rate at
links P1, P2, and P3 is about 0.1-0.8%. The shared bottleneck
makes congestion events of the two flows correlated, while
the non-shared bottlenecks makes congestion events of the
two flows uncorrelated. The packet loss rate at the shared
bottleneck is higher and the two flows are considered to share
a bottleneck. Fig. 4(a) shows the accuracy of the three schemes
with the number of background UDP flows on links P1, P2,
and P3 varying from 0 to 20 in the SB scenario. The accuracy
of all the three schemes is reduced with increasing number of
UDP flows on the non-overlapped bottleneck, as the increasing
number of background UDP flows causes the flows to behave
less correlated. With a large observation window (about one
RTT ) and a low Rth (It is defined in DWC and represents
the congestion threshold.), DWC often correlates the related
and even the disrelated congestion events of the two flows to
draw a shared bottleneck conclusion. Thus, DWC performs
the best in the SB scenario, but it increases error detection.
However, in the NSB scenario, DWC with a large observation
window and a low Rth of DWC will have a negative effect and
lead to poor accuracy in the NSB scenario. SBDV performs
better than MPTCP-SBD with light background traffic load.
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Fig. 4. Detection accuracy with bottlenecks partially overlapped in the SB
and NSB scenario.

Fig. 5. Detection accuracy with difference in delay varying in the SB and
NSB scenario.

With heavy background traffic load, the detection accuracy of
both is not acceptable.

In the NSB scenario, 10 TCP flows and 25 Pareto UDP
flows are sent from h2 to h3, h4, and h5, respectively. Packet
loss rate at the links P1, P2, and P3 is about 0.3-0.8%. The
number of UDP flows sent from h1 to h2 is increased from
0 to 20. When the number of UDP flows sent from h1 to
h2 is 20, packet loss rate at the shared bottleneck is about
0.3-0.8%. Fig. 4(b) shows the accuracy of the three schemes
with the number of background UDP flows on the shared
bottleneck varying from 0 to 20 in the NSB scenario. As we
discussed above, with a large observation window and a low
Rth, DWC often correlates the disrelated congestion events
of the two flows and falsely concludes that they share a
bottleneck. Therefore, DWC performs the worst in the NSB
scenario. SBDV and MPTCP-SBD both have the accuracy of
86% on average in this scenario.

C. Detection Accuracy With Difference in Delay Increasing

We increase the delay difference of links P1, P2, and P3 in
Fig. 3 to evaluate the path lag problem of the three schemes.
In the SB scenario, 10 TCP flows and 15 Pareto UDP flows
are sent from h1 to h2, and 10 TCP flows and 12 Pareto
UDP flows are sent from h2 to h3, h4, and h5, respectively.
The changing of queuing delay at links P1, P2, and P3 makes
it difficult to draw the right conclusion that the six flows
share the same bottleneck. Fig. 5(a) shows the accuracy of
the three schemes with difference in delay of links P1, P2,
and P3, increasing from 0 to 300ms, in the SB scenario.
We observe that SBDV outperforms MPTCP-SBD even when
the difference is 0, which is the best result of MPTCP-SBD.
With the increasing difference, the accuracy of SBDV is
still high and stable, while MPTCP-SBD deteriorates rapidly,
which is affected by path lag problem. With an overlarge
observation window and a low Rth, DWC still performs the
best even when the difference is 300ms, but it increases error
detection as we have explained above.

Fig. 6. SBDV detection accuracy under different detection cycle.

In the NSB scenario, 10 TCP flows and 25 Pareto UDP
flows are sent from h2 to h3, h4, and h5, respectively. 10 TCP
flows and 5 UDP flows are sent from h1 to h2. Fig. 5(b) shows
the accuracy of the three schemes with difference in delay of
links P1, P2 and P3, increasing from 0 to 300ms, in the NSB
scenario. Since the six flows have three distinctive bottlenecks,
the increase of difference in delay has no obvious effect on the
accuracy of these three schemes. DWC performs the worst,
while the detection accuracy of SBDV and MPTCP-SBD is
nearly 86% in the NSB scenario.

D. SBDV Detection Accuracy Under Different
Detection Cycle

In the previous simulation, we set the detection cycle T
of SBDV to 20s. The value of T is a tradeoff between the
accuracy and responsiveness of SBDV. A larger T leads to
higher accuracy but less responsiveness, and it also takes more
time for SBDV to react to the changes of network conditions.
Fig. 6 shows SBDV’s accuracy with T increasing from 15s
to 35s. SBDV is more accurate in the SB and NSB scenario
when T becomes larger. This is because SBDV can collect
more OWD statistics to draw a conclusion.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we presented and realized a shared bottleneck
detection scheme which uses only one-way delay measure-
ment within each flow. Compared with previous approaches
which perform poorly to the path lag problem, our proposed
SBDV is more robust and effective. Extensive experiments via
NS-3 simulator show that SBDV outperforms MPTCP-SBD
in the SB scenario and DWC in the NSB scenario. Moreover,
SBDV is more accurate with a larger detection cycle.
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